Functional dynamics of response regulators using NMR relaxation techniques.
A fundamental concept of phosphorylation-mediated signaling is the precise switching between discrete functional conformations. According to the traditional view, phosphorylation induces a new, active conformation. In this chapter, a series of NMR experiments performed on a response regulator are described that challenge this traditional notion. The combination of NMR relaxation experiments with chemical shift data and the linkage to structure/function reveals a fundamentally different activation mechanism. The NMR data for the response regulator NtrC provide kinetic (rates of interconversion), thermodynamic (relative populations), and structural (chemical shift) information for the conformational exchange process. The results demonstrate that both the inactive and active states are present before phosphorylation, and activation occurs via a shift of this preexisting equilibrium. This concept is in accordance with the energy landscape view of proteins that embraces the existence of conformational substates. We conjecture that this population-shift mechanism is a general paradigm for response regulator activation and possibly more universal for phosphorylation-mediated signaling.